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ABSTRACT
The amount of time young adults spend on online gaming has drawn attention from
governments and academics. While these concerns posit a spatial separation between
the game world and reality, they fail to understand the gaming activity in relation to
individuals’ overall life. An alternative framing of gaming as leisure activities can
yield greater insight. This research examines the temporal experience and the meaning
of playing online games within a community of Chinese full-time college students.
Observing their gaming routine, I try to answer: how do college students interpret the
time they devote to gaming? In addition, how does the calculation of time for gaming
differ from time in the game? Based on the research, I find that although the
participants devote a significant amount of time on gaming, they are capable of
prioritizing school obligations, making efforts to achieve a balance between work and
leisure. Essentially, they regard gaming as a serious leisure and desire better
performance through practicing. The findings suggest that the moral panic against
online gaming, particularly in the Chinese society, is shaped by the interaction
between the central regulation on internet use, the fear-delivering media
representation, and the transformative work-leisure relation.
KEYWORDS
online gaming, serious leisure, time management, temporality, LOL, China
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INTRODUCTION
After several months of knockout rounds, the final game of the League of Legends
World Championship 2018 took place Incheon, South Korea. It was held in the
50,000 seat Munhak Stadium. At the same time, 35 online platforms across 15
countries live streamed the game (Gamepedia 2018). Aside from attracting attention
as a spectator sport, League of Legends (LOL) has become a hit among online
gamers. As one of the most popular multiplayer online games, League of Legends
gained 67 million active players in five years since its release in 2009.
The enormous expansion of massive multiplayer online games (MMOGs) has
garnered policy makers’ attention. Given that players on average spend 20 to 24 hours
per week on online gaming, with some spending up to 40 hours (Yee 2002), policy
makers, who are usually not part of the gaming culture, believe that MMOGs would
cause players to lose track of time and get lost in the world of the game. After several
incidents where students played to the point of having a negative impact on their life,
boot camps that aim to help the “internet addicted” teenagers abstain from MMOGs
gained increasing popularity in China, responding to the concerns voiced by parents,
teachers and others (Park and Ahn 2010; Sun 2010; Bax 2014; Anderson and Jiang
2018). Although not scientifically approved, these boot camps use similar clinical
treatment for alcoholics and drug addicts (BBC 2017; Phillips 2017), inducing serious
criticism that compares the programming to child abuse.
At the same time, many sociological scholars examined online gaming and
sought to explain players’ motivation. A number of early scholars claimed that a
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spatial separation exists between the gaming setting and the outside world. Players
are often attracted to the game world and thus detached from reality (Caillois 2001;
Salen and Zimmerman 2004; Taylor 2009; Juul 2012). More recent research
acknowledges the game world as a social space, where players not only experience
fun from , but also have fun with their social groups (Burn and Carr 2006; Pearce et
al. 2009; Szell and Thurner 2010; Crawford et al. 2011). However, these studies
generally focus on the spatial feature of MMOGs, presuming that the temporal aspects
follow the spatial aspects. This presumption hinders our understanding of how players
incorporate gaming activity into their daily life. Even studies that obtained data on
players’ time spent on gaming ignore what is going on during each game session
(Williams et al. 2009; Ratan et al. 2015). Therefore, scholars have underappreciated
the construction of time in online gaming culture.
In this research, I study how players conceptualize time both in and out of gaming
activity. Specifically, my research questions contain two parts. First, how do college
students interpret the time they devote to gaming? Second, how does the calculation
of time for gaming differing from time in the game? Based on observation of gaming
activity and interviews with nine full-time college students who are active MMOG
players, my findings contradict the previous belief that there are separate frameworks
between the game world and reality. In contrast, players are in fact capable of
interacting with other people while engaging the games. More importantly, players
organize their game time as a leisure activity according to their school obligations.
Although sometimes the shift of temporal experience during the game leads to
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unplanned extended play, the participants still manage their time in game and do not
damage other obligations. The players devote time to learn and improve gaming skills
through practicing, observing and discussing. This finding is significant because it
challenges the present cultural stigmatization and the state regulation, not only on
online gaming, but also on the participants of such activity.
To address the research questions, first, I develop a theoretical framework
explaining how incorporating the notion of temporality improves on existing studies
by connecting gaming activity to players’ larger life. Next, the methodology section
discusses how my unique positionality provides an access to the field, and thus best
addresses the research question. The last section pays a closer attention to the social
conflict in China, where the negative image of online gaming created mainly by the
Government and the media has shaped both the socially constructed moral standard
and the individual-level personal relations.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The study of online gaming is still a relatively new topic in sociology. The majority of
the existing research takes the premise that online gaming is an abnormal activity,
thus trying to understand the meaning of online gaming through examining features
that distinguish MMOGs from other activities. Scholars regard the game world as a
separate space from the real world, and argue that a player must have certain
motivations to be willing to enter into that space. In addition, concerned by the
amount of time players spend on gaming, a few scholars have conducted ethnographic
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research and documented their personal experience as MMOG players. Nevertheless,
none of the existing studies has considered the possibility of temporal shifts during
gaming, which might influence players’ decision to enter and exit the games.
Moreover, since players have shown capability of multi-tasking while gaming, one
needs to attend multiple aspects of time notions in order to fully understand the
temporality of gaming. Therefore, this research bridges the theoretical gap and
examines players’ temporal experience both in and out of gaming activity, and aims to
explain how players conceptualize, refer to, and utilize time in gaming activity.

Spatial Separation and Motivation
Early literature on online gaming share a dominant viewpoint in regarding the
game world as a separate space and seeking to explain players’ motivation to
participate in gaming. Drawing on Huizinga’s (1955) concept of the magic circle, a
number of scholars believed that in creating a special time and space, online games
separate players from reality and enclose them into a different dimension (Caillois
2001; Salen and Zimmerman 2004). Subsequently, other scholars take a closer look at
players’ gaming activities and debate that, in fact, the circle might not be quite as
magical or as solid as previously theorized, as players not only utilize and redefine
game rules (Taylor 2009; Juul 2012), but also invest their personal identity and social
connection through playing with others (Taylor 2009), suggesting greater continuity
between the online and offline world.
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Although these more recent theories conclude a more fluid link between game
space and offline reality (Falcao and Ribeiro 2011; Drachen 2011), scholars continue
to regard the gaming experience as a distinctive space from the frame of the real
world. In other words, the extensiveness of discovering the worldness of online games
is only able to lead us to explore the activities happening within the game space.
However, narrowing the lens to just the frame of game world hinders our
understanding of how players incorporate gaming activity into their daily life and how
players might experience continuity between the online game and in-person
interaction.
Another group of scholars expands on studying the motivation of the gaming
activity. While most of these studies employ notions of time, they fail to explain how
these time notions differ or replicate the common temporal concepts. One significant
study conducted by Burn and Carr (2006) helped generalized three characteristics of
games that motivate players to continue playing: the ludic nature, the representation
of self, and communal relations. Despite using ideas of temporal continuity and the
repetitive cycle of behaviors, the studies followed Burn and Carr only looked at
within-game temporal features as reasons for players to enter the MMOGs, but not
how players account for the time relative to other activities or how these temporal
features of games intersect with other temporal structures outside of games (Bessière,
Seay and Kiesler 2007; Pearce 2008; Glas et al. 2011; Falcão and Ribeiro 2011). As a
result, this research doesn’t account for how players decide to start or stop playing.
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Finally, a small number of scholars focuses their studies on individual players’
game duration. They conduct surveys asking players to self-report their game time
(Yee 2006; Williams et al. 2009; Ratan et al. 2015). As a result, phrased in terms of
clock-time, these surveys suggest players’ inclination to addictive play. In addition,
Majamäki and Hellman (2016) evaluated Finnish players’ temporal autonomy based
on interview data. The scholars conclud that the interviewees are capable of utilizing
time management skills, prioritizing social and work obligations to fit gaming activity
into their schedule.
Overall, these studies only focus on analyzing self-reported duration of playing
and do not incorporate various temporal aspects, thus they fail to offer a
comprehensive analysis on players’ actual temporal experience in gaming activity.
Nevertheless, temporal aspects such as entering, exiting and breaks during a game are
crucial to examine how players understand, calculate and use time differently in
gaming activity. Therefore, a theoretical gap between temporal notions and gaming
activity exits and needs to be addressed.

Time and Leisure
To address this theoretical gap, I return to the existing theories on time notions
and leisure activity. First, Flaherty and Fine (2001) discuss that time can be
distinguished by past, future and present, where present, or temporality, is
experienced based on interaction with the environment and individuals’ thoughts and
response. Thus, in the case of online gaming, the experienced time is affected by the
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established expectations in the game and interaction with teammates. In other words,
calculation of duration in the game, though shown in the unit of minutes and seconds,
would possess different meaning to gaming than to other activities in life.
Furthermore, in regard to temporality and the means of control over time, Goodin
and his colleagues proposed a concept of “temporal autonomy,” which is defined as
“having control over how one chooses to use one’s own time” (2008: 30). Based on
this notion of autonomy, they distinguish time into two types: “discretionary time”
and “spare time” (2008: 34). Discretionary time refers to the time one decides to
spend on the necessities of life, such as personal care, social obligations, and work.
Spare time is defined as the amount of free time one has to conduct leisure activities.
Thus, autonomy plays into the role of balancing work and leisure into everyday life.
At last, to consider what a proper leisure is, in the book Work and Leisure, Nels
Anderson (1961) explains that the social understanding of leisure changes as society
evolves, and a collective moral standard on how to spend leisure time tends to shift.
Because leisure is often segmented by the participants’ identity, the judgement on
which leisure is worthy to spend time is often constructed by a sole mainstream voice.
As a result, how individuals utilize their leisure times becomes influenced by both the
unwritten rule and the institutional constraint within the existing social construction.
Anderson’s theory builds a connection between the moral standard for work-leisure
balance, and the temporal autonomy on online gaming, implying that the decision one
made to balance work and leisure is often shaped by the collective consciousness in a
given social context. Thus, this perspective reinforces the necessity of understanding
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players’ temporal experience on online gaming. Examining players’ autonomy in
controlling game time, the research would lead to a comprehension of online gaming
as an emergent subculture, and unveil the interaction between the work-leisure
balance and social influence of this subculture.

METHODOLOGY
In order to answer the research questions, I conducted field observation and in-depth
interviews with MMOG participants. A number of scholars have also used an
ethnographic approach in studying MMOG experiences (Pearce 2009; Nardi 2010;
O'Connor 2015). For instance, Celia Pearce (2009), who composed a detailed analysis
based on her personal participation of playing Uru: Ages Beyond Myst, suggested that
ethnographic evidence serves the purpose of understanding culturally shared concepts
that are hard to articulate by participants. To suit my research purpose, instead of
actively engaging in the games, I decided to simply observe players’ game routine
because: first, it would provide systematic information on players’ temporal
experience comparing to the self-reported methods; second, it would allow me to
observe players’ interaction with both the gaming activity and their surroundings.
During the recruitment process, I reached out to the potential participants
individually to ask if they would like to participate. Based on a snowball strategy, I
recruited nine participants of regular MMOG players, who were all currently full-time
college students, except for one who graduated earlier the same year. They were also
all international students who grew up in China. Given the regulations and
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stigmatization on online gaming they experienced in their home country, I expected
them to spend relatively longer time gaming and possess less control in their current,
more permissive U.S. student environment. In other words, their unique culture
background made their decisions on game time a study of interest which would
address the research questions properly.
To observe their gaming experience, I went to participants’ houses during their
routine gaming sessions and sat to the side while writing down my observations on
my computer. Occasionally, if they decided to play late at night, I would conduct a
video call using a phone and ask to be placed in a position where I could see both
their posture and their computer screen. Because the intention of this research is not to
not ask the participants to go beyond their routine, the observation sessions mostly
started and ended according to players’ decision on time.
For each observation, I consistently documented the following data: first, players’
perceptions and understandings of time, and second, the actual time notions. These
variables include duration (the start and the end time of each game session), frequency
of breaks (including behaviors that suggest entering or exiting the game), and
frequency of checking a clock. At the same time, because it seems acceptable to chat
with players while they are playing, I also asked and documented their expectation on
the length of gaming in the beginning of each play session. In addition, interviews
also have led to information regarding their usual gaming schedule and reasoning to
these decisions. Overall, I gathered information both from what I observed - their
actual practices of gaming activity, and what the participants said - their beliefs and
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understanding on gaming activity. Therefore, the data incorporates a holistic view on
players’ gaming experience both within and outside of the process of the activity.
It is crucial to understand that this research method was only plausible because of
my personal standpoint and sociocultural identity. First, given the established
connections I had with my participants, they would feel comfortable during their
routine gaming activity. Thus, I reduced the influence from the participants’ selfconsciousness of being watched, and kept the setting closest to their gaming routine.
Second, as a Chinese international student, I was able to understand not only the
language the participants used when communicating during gaming, but also the
cultural context they came from. The ability to conduct interviews in Chinese helped
me to locate their vocabulary when talking about online gaming, which shed light on
the social meaning of this activity. In other words, my identity allowed me to be both
physically and culturally closer to the participants, creating sufficient rapport as an
important precondition. Last, as an outsider of the gaming culture, I gained the
advantage of observing and hearing what might be taken granted for experienced
gamers. Given that temporal notions are intricately embedded in the gaming activity,
through this method I am able to give full attention to players’ interaction both within
the game setting and with the surrounding environment. In short, my unique
positionality was a critical factor that contributed to supporting the research purpose
with this suitable method.
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FINDINGS
In order to engage in any of the MMOGs, a player must have an access to some type
of gaming devices. All of the participants in my study own a personal computer which
they used to engage in MMOGs. Specifically, seven out of nine of them have
procured desktops or specialty laptops for higher speed and thus better gaming
experience. Furthermore, given the weight and the necessary cable connection for fast
speed, the participants usually set up these game devices - including a screen, a
keyboard and a mouse - in their room and rarely moved them around.
Admittedly, although sharing an apartment with three other students, Henry did
not place his game computer in his own room but in the shared space, the dining table
in the living room. When I asked whether the computer interferes with his and his
housemates’ daily lives, Henry responded that, “[placing it] here makes it easier to
play, plus there’s plenty of space on the other side of the table. And it’s also close to
the outlets.” In the case, Henry’s computer setting not only showed his frequency of
engaging in gaming but also implied the extent of gaming as a crucial part of his life.
By owning game-oriented devices and placing them as a stable furniture at home,
many of the participants have demonstrated their devotion in gaming activity.
Moreover, because many of the participants do not power off their computers or log
off from the games they play, they have easier access every time when they begin to
play. Thus, I wondered how players account for the time they spend on gaming and
how their notions of time for gaming different from time in the game?
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To address these questions in this section, I will break down the question into two
main parts: experiences of time notions within and outside of the gaming activity.
Specifically, the second part discusses players’ time management based on their
decisions to start and to stop a play session, and as well as instances when they
decided not to play.

Temporal Rhythm and Clock Time in Game
Based on my observations, I discovered that MMOGs operate on a different
temporal structure than the common clock-time system. Not consciously aware of the
difference, the players showed incompatible time notions between their experience
and expression of game time. At the beginning of each session, I asked the
participants to indicate their anticipated duration of play. In the end, multiple
participants experienced instances where they spent half an hour to an hour more than
they expected, and occasionally even longer.
At 4:20 pm, I asked to Henry “How long do you think you are going to play?”
“Uhm good question. Ugg I died. I think maybe one more hour?” Henry
answered with rising tone... At 5:55 pm, Henry was still engaging in the game. At
this point, he had played for almost two hours in total, and showed no response
toward the time.
As an observer, I was often surprised at how quickly time passed during each
observation. At first I internalized this impression for the fact that I was taking notes
and observing at the same time, thus becoming too immersed and less aware of time.
Nevertheless, even as I started documenting clock-time in detail and thus being fully
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aware of the time, I still experienced a shorter span of time passing than the actual
duration. As a result, I found that this altered experience of temporality was closely
related to the embedded features of the MMOGs, which are not only resulted from the
intrinsic ludic features created by the game design, but also due to the limitation of
exits that transforms players’ experience with temporality.
Take LOL for instance, which most of my participants actively engage and are
also prone to extended play. The gist of each round of game in LOL is to fight on the
battlefield using a selected champion, collaborating with teammates to sabotage
enemy’s base (Riot Game 2016). Overall, LOL contains three different game modes Summoner's Rift, Twisted Treeline, and Howling Abyss (the last one is also known as
All Random All Mid, ARAM) Altogether, these three game modes provide a fit for
individuals with different gaming purposes and different levels.
Essentially, methods of controlling the game are the same in these three modes: a
player needs to control a champion to attack the enemies while avoiding being
attacked. When using a computer as the gaming device, one controls the champion’s
movement and attack using a mouse and keyboard. For instance, if the player wants
their champion to go left, they would click on the left side of the champion on the
map, and then it follows. During my observation, the participants who were engaging
in LOL always had one hand clicking on the mouse at a high frequency, and another
hand continuously pressing “Q” and “W” to perform attacks. The frequency of
clicking depends on the fight situation. Peaks in the conflict usually spurs more
instant-actions. Based on my rough calculation during observation, several
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participants would often reach the speed of eight clicks per second during an intense
moment of a game.
Because of these game settings, players tend to experience a different temporal
rhythm from clock-time, despite the game using minutes as a counting unit. In fact,
the process of each game is not designed to be experienced as a linear, progressive
timeline, in which players would clearly sense a progression of time. Instead, it is
broken into periods of attacking and waiting.
First of all, the embedded gist of the game has indirectly influenced on players’
experience of temporality. In order to destroy an enemy’s base, the team must first kill
the enemies to clear a route to that base. All champions have limited life value and are
designed to resurge after complete attack; however, killing one still requires several
consecutive attacks. Thus, from a player’s perspective, it usually takes multiple tries
to accomplish a kill, considering the enemy’s ability to dodge the attacks. A route will
finally appear based on teamwork and lead to a temporary opportunity to carry out
damage on the others’ base. Nevertheless, even during that opportunity, a player also
has to be aware of the enemy’s resurgence time and retrieve to secured land to avoid
being attacked. In other words, there is a repetitive cycle of attacking, being attacked,
time out, resurging, and attacking again. Within the cycle, windows of opportunity
also emerge repeatedly. As a result, this process experienced by players serves as a
measurement of time in the game which is independent from clock time system.
During my observation, the time frame for destroying the base lasts from three
minutes to ten minutes, subject to game modes, team collaboration, and personal
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skills. For instance, in the ARAM game I observed from Henry, closer combats begin
to take place right from the start of a game due to its compact setting, and it tends to
take longer time to create a opportunity to fight through. On the contrary, since the
classic maps require distribution of teammates into three routes in distant spaces, a
kill becomes easier as it is done through a one-on-one combat, with fewer teammates
supporting and fewer enemies attacking. Laura, a senior who engages in multiple
MMOGs and almost plays every night with her housemate, once explained to me that,
on the other hand, the result of killing the enemy or being killed in the classic mode
highly reflects champion’s level and individual skills, which both positively correlate
with overall time spent on gaming activity.
At 11:26 pm Laura and Tom started a new round of normal LOL game… At
11:48 pm I heard some intense background noise from the game which lasted for
two minutes... About five minutes later, the noise got high again and I could see
more than four champions combating each other on her screen.
Breaking final victory into smaller goals at each moment, the game requires
players to consistently carry out instant actions. Because the map creates an enclosed
and constant condition, players’ actions during the battle do not feel like separate
events, so they appear as a single present moment (Goodin et al. 2016). Moreover,
since there is no limit or competitive pressure on the overall duration of one game,
players become motivated to carrying out the final target – conquering the enemy’s
nexus. In other words, because of the intensity of reaction demanded, players are
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distracted from the overall time span due to their focuses of winning. They thus
experience less of time spent on each game than the actual clock-time.
It seems that due to the difference in temporal experience, players are inherently
inclined to play excessively. Nevertheless, this is not quite the whole picture.
Although players showed little awareness of time during each game, they seemed to
know the average time cost of each round. Participants have shown awareness of time
by either checking the clock or talking about it. During my first observation, Henry
explained that he usually plays the ARAM mode because it only “takes 15-20
minutes,” while, the normal mode “takes longer time, about 40 minutes.” During
another observation, Laura also demonstrated her acknowledge of game duration:
At 11:56 pm, they were defeated in the last round of the game… Laura turned her
chair around and asked: “how long have you been observing?” I looked at the
time, and said about 30 minutes. Then she responded: “That’s about right.” Soon
after, they were in the process of pairing up for another game.
In other words, players have an approximate understanding of time based on the
duration of a single round in a normal mode, which varies each time but within an
acceptable range. As a result, they tend to pay limited attention to clock time when
engaging in a round. Because quitting the game in the middle would cause punitive
consequences on players’ record and future participation of the game, participants
always finish a round of a game once started. In conclusion, the overall duration of
gaming activity in one session is segmented by the rounds of game, and thus the
overall time spent is highly subject to players’ decision on “do I have time for one
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more round?” From another perspective, we can also say that their prediction was not
accurate because the calculation based on hours mismatches the time segmentation
embedded in gaming; nevertheless, they have knowledge about the time that they can
use, and use this knowledge to make entry and exit decisions.

Continuity of Gaming and Interaction with Surrounding
As discussed above, players appear to be extremely preoccupied during a game as
they continuously react toward the instant changes happening on screen. However,
albeit their body posture of concentration, the participants are in fact not completely
cut off from the surrounding. They appear to be extremely responsive to stimulation
in their surroundings and capable of interacting with other people in or out of the
games: not only engaged in conversation with teammates in the game, but also
conducted interaction with other people present in the physical space throughout the
gaming process.
On one hand, linking with other friends and teaming up to play is very common
among my participants. During the game process, communication usually involves
giving strategic commands to each other and commenting on the game situation,
which lasts throughout the game process but tends to concentrate when a fight gets
more intense. For example, Kevin tends to get very emotional during a fight and
would shout out phrases such as “go, go, move forward! Hit that guy, quickly!” It
seems communication with teammates is an inherent part of gaming as players
respond to the situation of the game.
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On the other hand, when other people are present in the same room, the players
will still respond to the interaction: more passive responding instead of initiating
interactions during the games, but more actively during breaks. While they were
playing I was able to ask my participants questions including inquiries about game
rules, school work and what they did the day before - basically normal conversation
one would have with another person in any situation. Nevertheless, solo players were
quicker at responding and seemed to be less bothered by the conversation.
Beyond conversations with me during observation, players also interact with
other people who are present in the space, which involves more intense
communication.
Soon after Henry started the second game, Peter, William and Neal came over.
All of them often play LOL, and one of them, Neal, was Henry’s usual LOL
teammate and mentor. Henry turned to see them and asked loudly if they would
want to come watch him playing. They all walked to Henry and stood behind him
and watched. They exchanged a few words about the situation of the game and
gave judgement on his champion, but soon Peter and William walked toward
others in the room. Henry and Neal kept their conversation, and occasionally
Peter or William would swing by and engage in the activity.
On another day, Henry again showed a continued interaction with other people while
playing:
During one observation with Henry, Sherry (Henry’s girlfriend) has not been
feeling well that day. While Henry was playing, she came out of her room and
asked Henry to make noodles for her, and offered to play in replace of Henry.
Henry said he was playing a specific character, and Sherry responded that she
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knew how to use it. So now she sat down and started playing. Henry stood up and
rushed to kitchen, within one minute he had start boiling a pot of water, and he
came back standing behind her to watch, with one hand on her chair.
Based on this observation, we can see that although players seem to devote extensive
attention on games while playing, they are not cut off from the real world; rather, they
are able to participate in social interaction in the room as they are physically present.
This finding contradicts with the previous belief on the separation between gaming
framework and the outside world, and suggest a new understanding of online gaming.
Another important temporal notion during gaming session is the short period after
each round of a game, a break. During these four to five minute breaks, players would
mostly remain in the spot, except for times when they stand up to fulfill some physical
need. For instance, with a habit of smoking, Kevin would run upstairs from his room
in the basement and stand in front of the house to quickly smoke a cigarette, at least
once per hour of gaming (since his housemates do not allow smoking inside of the
house). Shortly, he would dash down stairs again and acknowledge his teammates that
he is back so that they can resume and start a new game. As for Laura, she tends to
get up from her seat and go bring drinks and snacks to her table during the breaks.
When other non-gamer friends are also present in the same setting, players tend
to use these breaks to engage in interaction with these people. For instance, Henry
would always initiate conversation with me while waiting for a new round. During
one of the earlier observations, he started introducing the different types of champions
that exist in LOL to me. As for Laura, she would always check in with me after a
round was finished, asking whether I could see her clearly and inquiring about my
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school life. Particularly, on the day when Sherry, Henry and I went to visit William
and Peter’s apartment, the interaction between gamers (Peter and Henry) and nongamers (Sherry, I and the other housemate of Peter and William) became very
prominent.
Henry was using William’s computer to play in William’s room, which is
separated from the living room. Peter was sitting at his game spot which is next to
the dinner table in the living room. Every time when they finished a round, Henry
would step out of the room to check out what we (non-gamers) were doing and
engage in the conversation that we were having. He asked about what was
happening in the TV drama that we were watching. Peter also stood up and came
over to observe us doing manicures, and said that he would want to borrow the
nail clippers.
Sometimes, Peter and Henry would return to their seats and started playing again
without notice. Overall, although they were playing the entire time at the apartment, I
accounted for their presence during the night and did not feel excluded.
To sum up, based on players’ utilization of breaks during gaming, we can draw a
few implications on the continuity of playing MMOGs. First, players are inclined to
maintain the same status - both physical and spiritual - throughout a game session;
however, breaks serve as chances for them to be more involved with the surrounding
outside of the game. Second, despite the intrinsic demand for players’ preoccupation,
the continuity of gaming is in fact not solidly defined, as that it allows other
interactions to take place at the same time. Hence, engaging in both the games and
outside responses, the players receives temporal influence from both dimensions,
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which as a result is distinct from but not completely separated from the common
understanding of time notions.

Time Slots and Overall management
The second part of the findings is related to players’ overall control of game time.
Overall, each participant demonstrated strategies to find available time for gaming
that would fit into their school schedule. By deciding when to start and when to stop,
the players generally prioritized their obligations as full-time students and thus
prevented gaming activity from interfering their performance at school.
In terms of when to play, almost all of the participants expressed that they usually
start playing after “everything else is done for the day.” Although each participant
would employ different evaluations about what should be done, they all found time to
play after accomplishing school obligations, social relations, and personal care. As a
result, there were three popular windows of time to play based on participants’ report
and my observation: weekday nights, weekday afternoon, and weekends.
One of the most common time for participants to play appears to be weekday
nights. Players tend to initiate a game at around nine or ten o’clock at night. Although
the ending time for each individual is different, the majority of them finish gaming
before 2:00 am. During these observations in weekday nights, most of the participants
are in a position where they would not head out of their house again. As Laura
described, gaming is “the last thing before going to bed.” Particularly, Laura would
always remove her makeup and change into pajamas before gaming. As for deciding
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to exit gaming, participants usually have justified reasons. During one of the
observations, Henry stopped playing LOL with another friend at that person’s house
and returned home earlier than he planned, because his girlfriend was about to sleep.
In another instance, on a weekday night, Laura decided to stop playing, given that she
had class 9:00 am on the next day. In both situations, the participants demonstrated
their willingness to prioritize either social responsibility or the physical need to
prepare for school and thus the ability to terminate the gaming activity.
Moreover, some of the participants also reported their gaming activity during the
day, commonly when they returned home from classes in the afternoon. Nevertheless,
these game sessions are usually shorter than the evening ones, given that they would
need to accomplish assignments, come back to school for group meetings, or prepare
for cooking. Moreover, participants tend to engage in solo play in the afternoon, since
during this time window it is more difficult to coordinate time with other teammates.
Overall, the afternoon game sessions are less formal or lengthy, but more flexible.
As for weekends, participants are willing to spend longer time, sometimes
starting in the afternoon or after dinner. For participants who have less structured
weekend schedules, it is normal for them to spend three hours or more on gaming
non-stop. During these game sessions, it is also common to team up to play. Overall,
participants tend to reserve weekends to devote substantial time on gaming. Laura and
William explicitly told me more than once to observe during the following weekend,
because that would be when they “have time to play games” instead of the weekdays.
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In fact, showing the participants’ capability of managing the start, end and
duration of each gaming session, the evidence contradicts the hypothesis that all
players would perform online gaming as an addictive behavior. Instead of completely
losing track and sacrificing discretionary time, players value these other obligations to
balance time spent on gaming. For the participants, who are full-time college students,
their primary obligations encompass two dimensions: social and academic pursuits.
In other words, when making decisions on when to play MMOGs, they usually
prioritize the time they need to spend with friends and the work related to school. This
explains why they would have more opportunities to play during weekends.
Moreover, depending on the habit of the individual, each player develops different
strategies to incorporate gaming time into their schedules: some players have a
relatively settled period during the day to play, while others perform more flexibility
in gaming time and play whenever they are free from other obligations.
At last, beyond controlling the start and the end time of gaming, players may also
choose to initiate temporary abstinence. In several instances, when I asked my
participants if they would play in the near future, they said that they would not, given
the intensity of school work they had. To my knowledge, Sherry used to spend more
time playing LOL in the previous semesters; however, since this semester her
schedule has become more hectic, she explicitly told me that she would not have that
much of time available for online games. In addition, she could never inform me
beforehand if she was going to play, implying that gaming has become not part of her
planned schedule anymore. In another case, Henry reported that he did not “touch
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games” at all in last week since he had five exams. Furthermore, Kevin, who used to
connect with friends and play almost every day last year, informed me that he had
“deleted all of the games” on his computer, so that he could concentrate on his GRE
preparation. After his GRE examination, he resumed gaming activity, yet spending
less time in comparison to last year.
Given these instances, we see that players have the ability to perform selfimposed restraint on game time by altering their accessibilities to the games. Thus, it
implies that players are aware of the duration of game sessions and the inclination of
extended play given the ludic design of the games, thus decide to prevent such
undesired results from the beginning. Together, the behavior of choosing to start
playing only when their obligations are met and the decision to restrain accesses to the
games demonstrate the participants’ willingness to prioritize other obligations, and
also their abilities to fit game time into their overall schedule.

Beyond play: Serious Leisure
Beyond the time players spend on actual gaming, they also devote extra time on game
related activities and constantly talk about game contents. One typical game related
activity is to watch online videos of professional gamers or World Championship.
Almost all of the participants in the study who played LOL watched a live stream in
one of the final games of World Championship. Because the game was held in Korea,
they either stayed awake until or set an alarm to wake up at 3:00 am. Sherry also told
me that one night after they returned home at 10:00 pm, she, Henry and Neal started
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playing LOL until it was time for the Championship. Moreover, during self-imposed
abstinence on gaming, Kevin also watched the stream of his favorite team and
explained that “watching is not playing.”
As a result, many of the participants would devote extra time not actively playing
the games but simply observing others playing them. As they reported in the
interviews, the participants regard watching the Championship as an opportunity to
learn: they would observe and adopt attack strategies, champion control and overall
team management. The fact that they were spending time to learn implied their desire
to become better and more skillful at these games.
In other words, playing MMOGs is a form of serious leisure (Majamäki and
Hellman 2016), which is defined as a meaningful activity that “captivates its
participants with its complexity and many challenges” (Stebbins 2001: 54). In terms
of the time and mind devoted, gaming activity resembles other types of leisure
activities, such as sports, composing, and watching drama (Majamäki and Hellman
2016). Similar to sports, players participate in the games to practice and build their
skills. As a result, getting better at gaming serves the purpose of productivity, in
which players receive awarding feelings. Moreover, in contrast to watching drama,
players of MMOGs not only acquire a sense of productivity and self-accomplishment,
but also benefit from participating in a social group. When multiple MMOG players
come together in the same space, they tend to initiate conversation about the games.
For instance, one day when Sherry stopped by our house and encountered Kevin, she
asked whether he had watched the Champion game or had being playing LOL lately.
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Another time, when Sherry, Henry, Peter, William and I went out to dinner, they
started talking about the game experience they had the other night, each giving
comments about how they performed.
In short, MMOG participants together create a culture in which they have a
shared understanding and as well as a social identity. Within this culture, a moral
standard on when and how to game is established and shared among the participants.
Being able to bond with other players, the participants appear to be satisfied with their
choice of time spent on this leisure. As a result, although players in fact unconsciously
devote more time and effort to gaming activity beyond their own account of hours
spent, they are capable of separating spare time from discretionary time, and seek
accomplishment in both leisure and school obligations.

IMPLICATION: ONLINE GAMING IN THE CHINESE CONTEXT
Near the end of this project, Sherry, Henry and I had an interesting discussion over
Henry’s time spent on playing LOL. I asked if Henry thought that he spent too much
time on games, and he firmly stated:
It is not too much, nor too little, just the right amount, since I always only play
when I have completed all other things. Not like the two other people [implicitly
giving out names of William and another friend]. While I think Peter is also
different from these two; he has control, so that he only plays when he is not
busy.
At this point, Sherry began to talk, “but your definition of things that must be done is
not correct. You don’t take into consideration of other things, or like long term
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planning.” In fact, Sherry complained about Henry spending too much time on
gaming multiple times the research period when the two of us were together.
Thus, what is an appropriate amount of time for this leisure activity? On one
hand, spending little time to improve gaming skills is deemed as uncommitted. On the
other hand, although indeed this group of participants have shown the ability to
prioritize school obligations, they still receive judgement of spending too many hours
on gaming from each other and are regarded as addicted to this leisure activity. In
other words, these participants, who were deeply influenced by moral constraint on
online gaming, unconsciously possess an extremely critical standard for gaming as a
leisure, which even to some extent contradicts their own experience of game time. As
mentioned, this collective consciousness is a result of the shared cultural background:
in China, from governmental advocacy to parental discipline, an overarching
stigmatization on online gaming pervades.
According to the CNNIC report in 2018, the largest group - 30% - of internet
users was between age 20 to 29, while the second-large group was age 19 and below,
with a percentage of 22.9% (Jiang 2019). Moreover, based on the prediction of by
China Youth Internet Association in 2010, 14.1% of the adolescent internet users in
urban China are subject to internet addiction, which would amount to 24 million of
students. Specifically, Jiang’s book (2019) states that the research also has shown that
nearly half of this group - 47.9% - have internet addiction because of spending a
significant amount of time on online gaming.
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In fact, the link between online gaming and internet addiction in China is
constructed by the political influence and media representation in the beginning of
this century - the same period of rapid economic development and social change. As
the number of internet cafe increased and personal access to internet expanded,
incidents related to Netizens took place and gave rise to a moral debate (Golub and
Lingley 2008; Sun 2010; Jiang 2019): four teenagers set fire at an Internet cafe and
killed 24 people in Beijing due to conflict with the owner (New York Times 2002);
two students fell asleep and were killed on railroad tracks after overnight gaming
(Watts, 2005); 19 gamers at an internet café were involved in a knife fight because of
a conflict over treasure distribution in a MMOG (Liaoshen Evening News 2006).
As a response to the incidents, the Chinese Government soon started an antionline gaming campaign through various means. In 2007, President Hu Jingtao
announced his concern on online gaming and stated that purification of the internet
was required for building a better online community (Bax 2014). Meanwhile, the
Ministry of Culture issued the Circular Concerning Further Strengthening the
Management of Internet Cafés and Online Games to control the negative influence of
online leisure activities on Chinese adolescents (Golub and Lingley 2008; Jiang
2019). In addition, the Government initiated a massive regulation on internet cafe in
2008, shutting down stores within a 200-meter range from schools, restricting
operational hours, and setting an age restriction for entry (Sun 2010; Bax 2014). Same
year, Dr. Tao Ren, an influential psychiatrist among Chinese clinical studies, officially
documented internet addiction as a mental illness, making China the first and so far
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the only country that has developed clinical treatment to cure the addictive behaviors
(Sun 2010; Jiang 2019). The proposed diagnostic criteria, based on the assessment
questionnaire DSM-IV for pathological gambling, defines a person as internet addict
by symptoms of preoccupation and withdrawal, which basically refer to how much
time one spends online (Golub and Lingley 2008; Jiang 2019). Following the policy
changes, hundreds of boot camps and clinics emerged across the country to offer
treatment for young adults who were concerned with internet addiction.
At the same time, the media reinforced the negative image of internet addiction,
framing online gaming as an activity against the moral standard. Analyzing Chinese
news articles between 1998 and 2009, Qiaolei Jiang (2019) discovered that there were
two significant time periods when media coverage on the topic of internet addiction
accelerated. The first wave initiated in 2002 majorly was concerned with defining and
evaluating the internet problem; the second wave completely took off in 2009 with a
focused discussion on finding a solution to the addiction (Jiang 2019). In short,
frequently using the word “网络成瘾” (“internet causes addiction”) and reporting
scholarly research on its negative psychological effect, the Chinese media displayed
online gaming as an extremely risky activity, and suggested young adults as a high
risk group (Golub and Lingley 2008; Jiang 2019). As a result, the social belief of
online gaming is removed from simply a meaning of leisure, but was understood as a
delinquent and problematic behavior similar to using drugs and mental illness. Not
only has online gaming become associated with a moral crisis, but also the group of
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young adults who engage in this leisure activity are labeled as immoral and are forced
to be placed in the clinical institutions.
Indeed, the macro-level mediation on the development of online gaming in China
unavoidably brought changes to the interpersonal relations of individual gamers:
especially generated tensions between the adolescents and their parents. Due to the
extremely competitive environment of the Chinese education system and the labor
market, the majority of the Chinese parents see excellence at school the only path to
upward-class movement in the future. When observing their children spending so
much time and for some money as well on online gaming - a toxic and addictive
publicized by the Government and the media platforms - the parents become
extremely concerned for their children and believe they are distracted from their
study obligation (Golub and Lingley 2008; Bax 2014). As a result, a number of
parents who regard their children as internet addicts sincerely hope that their children
can be cured, thus have sent their children to boot camps which applies electrical
treatment on the patient (Bax 2014; Jiang 2019).
Overall, adolescents’ participation in online gaming were inevitable under social
transformation: it is a form of leisure in the new era. Relating to Anderson’s theory
(1961), standards for proper leisure are consistently changing, and are evaluated
subjectively based on the social position of the participants. In the case of online
gaming in China, the Government and the media played a crucial role in mediating its
social understanding: they construct this supposed leisure into a behavioral addiction,
which need to be banned from the society. At the same time, Chinese parents expect
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their children to only fulfill obligation of studying and not spending much time on
leisure also impairs adolescents’ practice of self-control over time, which
consequently creates conflict between the parent-child relationship.
Nevertheless, the widespread stigmatization on online gaming in China was not
solely caused by the governmental and the media responses toward the incidents that
happened; rather, the social context of the development of capitalistic market plays a
crucial role in forging such interpersonal conflict (Golub and Lingley 2008). In China,
the rapid economic development not only has led to the spread of technology, but also
reshaped interpersonal relationships through changing the balance between work and
leisure. What has not been unveiled in the mainstream research on online gaming is
the transformation of work-leisure relation embedded in the social changes. Under the
contemporary Chinese moral standards, the adolescents are given no agency in
choosing between work and leisure; instead, they are expected to be fully dedicated to
academic achievement in order to fulfill the moral standard. Nevertheless, the online
gaming market has created a leisure that not only attracts the adolescents but also is
easily accessible. On the other hand, the required long-hours of labor in urban settings
consumes parents’ time with their children, thus diminishing the effectiveness of
parental control. As a result, for a number of Chinese adolescents who engage in
online gaming, this activity not only represents a way to have fun, but also embodies a
break from or even an rebellion against parental control. Essentially, the adolescents
choose to play online games to avoid the only yet never-ending obligation of school
work, which is pressured by their parents and rooted in the social expectation. Given
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the ability to create identities and socialize with friends during gaming, it becomes
understandable why there are many Chinese adolescents who spend a significant
amount of time playing online games. Therefore, the moral panic toward online
gaming in China should be understood as a byproduct of conflicts that occur during
social transition, just as how watching television was once regard as a harmful leisure.
Nevertheless, this article does not intend to minimize the actual consequences
that excessive online gaming could lead to: diminished attention to physical care, over
consumption of gaming features given targeted marketing, and school dropouts.
Rather, the analysis suggests that the solution to these problems could be better
addressed if we comprehend the complications of online gaming in relation to the
social context. Relating back to this research on college students’ gaming routine, the
results show that individual gamers spend different amounts of time on online gaming
by persistently finding their own balances between obligation and this leisure activity.
Thus, solutions for the excessive gamers should be based on forging social
engagement and opportunities for other types of interest, instead of physically
isolating them from the internet. On one hand, to help the adolescents who have led
online gaming impair their daily life, parents should provide opportunities for other
types of interest cultivation, whether for leisure or for study. At the same time, to
support the adolescents to achieve better self-control, the parents should allow them to
have time for leisure and independently achieve a balance between study and leisure.
On the other hand, instead of putting restraints on game time and limiting access to
internet, the Government should encourage adolescents’ participation in
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extracurricular activities, such as student organizations or sports teams, and embed it
as a part of the standard of the Chinese education system. Last, the academia and
media should cease reinforcing a stigmatized image of online gaming, by not
deliberately creating moral panic and portraying it subjectively. All in all, it is not the
games nor the gamers that are inherently addictive or problematic, but the result of an
institutionalized moral standard that arose with societal transformations.

CONCLUSION
By studying the temporal experience of nine Chinese students who are now studying
full-time in the US, this research sought to understand the meaning of online gaming.
As a result, I found that, contributing a large amount of time and emotional effort, the
players regard gaming as a serious leisure. Consequently, they participate in MMOGs
not only because of the motivations suggested by the previous research. Instead,
players desire self-achievement in gaming. Thus, by exchanging experiences and
teaching each other strategies to win, these players engage in the creation of an
emergent leisure culture, which is in contrast to how the previous studies have
theorized: online gaming as an isolated activity from real life.
On one hand, due to the temporality shift in gaming experience, players often do
not possess absolute time control over gaming duration. Nevertheless, this
phenomenon appears in any type of leisure, because people have a tendency to
prolong the production of fun (Schulte 2014; Fine and Corte 2017). On the other
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hand, the demonstration of time management over gaming in their structured college
life implies that the participants are capable of managing time for this leisure activity.
Moreover, through observing and inquiring the time notion embedded in gaming
culture, this research complemented the limited analytical perspective of spatial
relationship between the gaming world and the reality in previous literature. In
contrast to the theory of the magic circle, this research found that players are not
completely cut off from reality when engaging gaming activity; instead, they are
responsive to the events going on around them during gaming and react accordingly
when obligations emerge. Specifically, players are capable of engaging in
conversation and interaction with other people in the space, and appear to have a
relatively fluid transition in and out of the game world.
Overall, this research has demonstrated significant contributions in several
aspects. First, the research bridges the existing theoretical gap between online gaming
activity and temporal experiences, providing more thorough understanding of the
emerging gaming culture. Second, observing players’ gaming routine introduces a
novel field research method which can apply to related studies on leisure activities.
Moreover, the findings of the study provide implications about how college students
balance study and leisure activity. As a result, the argument of proper leisure reflects
the significance of cultural values, which can be generated and further reinforced
through political means and media representations.
Given the subjectivity of social standards on good and bad leisure (Anderson
1961), the study suggests that regarding online gaming as an addiction and forcing
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players to receive treatment not only has formed social stigmatization but also has led
to conflicts in interpersonal relations. In the case of Chinese adolescents’ gaming
activity, the academia and the media failed to look pass the variations among
individuals’ gaming habits, the impact of test-oriented education system nor the
insufficiency of parental presence as a result of social transformation. Although the
situation in China seems an extreme case, similar research on problematic internet use
has been conducted in various countries as well: Sweden, German, Turkey, the UK,
the US, Canada, and Korea. This tendency of linking psychological weakness such as
lack of self-control, depression and social detachment to internet use and online
gaming disregards the complication of social factors and reduces the problem to traits
of the individuals. Therefore, future research should look at the activity of online
gaming in a global context: examine the interdependent relation between different
culture and this leisure activity, and evaluate the effectiveness and necessities of the
existing policies in various countries.
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